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CONFERENCE OVERVIEW

Each IJAS conference (i) introduces professors and other delegates to geographical locations that would be ideal for a study 
abroad program, and (ii) hosts academic research presentations in the following tracks: Social Sciences and Humanities,
Business and Economics, Teaching and Education, and Technology and Science.

NAME OF PRESENTATION AND ABSTRACT

When Convergent and Divergent Thinking Meet

Much has been said of the lateralization of Left-brain and Right-brain thinking with regard to the creation of curriculum 
that is beneficial to students of different learning styles. Balanced curriculums that integrate and stimulate the development 
of problem-solving strategies and life-long learning skills of the Whole-brain prepare students to succeed in today’s complex 
and demanding world as well as to adapt to future challenges.

It is well understood that individuals who are drawn to the sciences and to technical professions are primarily by nature Left-
brain dominant. This means that such individuals are logical, literal, analytical, and objective, and they approach problems in 
a sequential or linear direction as a series of parts. These individuals generally are effective verbally and excel at challenges 
such as mathematical problems. Left-brain dominant individuals generally approach problems by gathering and studying 
information from a variety of sources and reaching one absolute conclusion. This approach is known as Convergent Thinking: 
information converges to a central point, which is the solution or answer to the problem. 

Individuals who are drawn to the humanities are generally Right-brain dominant. These individuals are intuitive, imaginative 
and artistic and they approach problems holistically, synthesizing information and interpreting seemingly random data in a 
systematic approach. These individuals excel at spatial problems and the use of metaphors. Right-brain dominant individuals 
generally approach problems by studying one stimulus and generating a range of possible solutions to the problem. This 
approach is known as Divergent Thinking: information is at the center and possible solutions move outward from that point.
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The main thrust of this poster presentation is to demonstrate best practice models to be used to effectively facilitate the talents 
and needs of all students in a college or university curriculum, and to more effectively train future thinkers and problem-solvers 
to become more autonomous. It is beneficial to include the skill sets of both sides of the brain to stimulate the Whole-brain for 
dexterity and since most institutional learning favors Left- brain skills, it is critical to include Right-brain skills into projects 
and courses wherever possible. Such skills include the use of metaphors, patterning, analogies, role playing, visualization, 
mapping, and movement. The incorporation and integration of these skills into the curriculum encourages students to think 
more exibly, giving them more tools to solve problems. Introducing these skills also creates an environment of empathy and 
appreciation among students for the range of problem solving possibilities and is inclusive of more of the types of learning 
found in the classroom.

TYPE OF PRESENTATION

Poster Presentation with Carol Fillip
Presented a 58 page document that included information graphics, charts and research.


